Just mention Christmas and we think of the snowflakes and the swirling wind that blows them around. It conjures up thoughts of all the twigs we have gathered to start a warm cozy fire. The pine boughs and berries are hung on the door and the tree is decorated. If we are really lucky and it is a mild winter, chances are you will see two beautiful cardinals on the snow covered branches in the backyard. This was our inspiration for Christmas Spirit.
Antler Quilt Designs  AQD 0220 or AQD 0220G – Mystical  Size: 63”x 79”

One layout shown here. Pattern has 6 different layouts for endless possibilities.
Panel - 24"x44"

Mountaintop Creations
MPC 360 or MPC 360G - Times 3 Size: 53½" x 71½"
6470AB – Bundle: 31 Skus -18”x22”
6470F8 – Bundle: 31 Skus - Min. 2
6470JR – Jellyroll (40) 2 ½”x45” Strips - PK 4
6470LC – Layer Cake (42) 10”x10” Squares - PK 4
6470PP – (42) 5”x5” Squares - PK 12

F8’s, JR’s, LC’s and PP’s do not include panels.
JR’s, LC’s & PP’s include two each of 6473, 6477 and 6475-11

Delivery: June, 2012

Asst. 6470-15 – 15 Yards of Each
Asst. 6470-12 – 12 Yards of Each
Asst. 6470-10 – 10 Yards of Each
Asst. 6470-10H – 10 Yards of 16 Skus

Skus: 31 Prints
44”-45” 100% Cotton

TT BK204 or TT BK204G – Christmas Spirit Book Size: 60”x 78”

All skus available in brushed Add “B” to sku for brushed